Precision Machined
Fabrications
Oldham Engineering Ltd has a culture of continuous improvement, an 80,000sqft facility and invests in the latest machine tool
technology. The company excels in managing turnkey projects, specifically with medium to heavy engineering content and is able to
fabricate, stress relieve, machine, blast, paint and assemble products all under the same roof, enabling a high level of quality control.

Fabrication:Precision Machined

Machining: Light & Heavy

Turnkey Project Management

Oldham Engineering is ideally suited as a supply

Oldham Engineering has an extensive range of 2, 3

Many clients are attracted to Oldham Engineering as

partner for all engineering requirements, because

and 4 Axis CNC machine tools, for light, medium and

they have the structure, systems and expertise to turnkey

of their long established reputation for quality and

heavy manufacture. Capabilities include;

project manage products.

-

Floor Boring with 13m (42.7 feet) bed capacity.

Their Complex Assembly division has a team of skilled

The company can handle fabrications up to 30

-

Vertical lathes to machine up to Ø2.1m (Ø6.9 feet)

fitters to assemble and test products to client’s

tonnes on a single lift, and 45 tonnes on a dual lift

-

30 tonnes capacity Rotary Tables (5 axis)

requirements, before the items are dispatched. Any

and machine products up to 10m long and 3.4m

-

Horizontal machining with 10m (32.8 feet) bed.

subsequent client-driven modifications or product

service and their unique in-house facilities.

high in a single operation. Furthermore Oldham

enhancements can quickly and

Engineering is a specialist in complex and high

efficiently be processed.

integrity fabrications, which demand a high level of
welder

qualification,

precision machining

and

quality control.

On-going investment in new machinery and I.T. has
allowed the company to machine competitively within
the world market.

The company machines all types of products from
large, Ø1.75m pressure vessels to batch
manufactured heavy duty electric motor casings.
Oldham Engineering fabricate products in all types
of materials from Carbon Steel to Super Duplex, in
a variety of welding processes including; Flux
Cored Arc, MIG, TIG, MMA, Shielded Metal Arc
and Submerged Arc welding.
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Oldham Engineering Ltd.
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